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ABSTRACT 

Our project is to make a hand handled device that may facilitate deaf and dumb folks to speak with others in 

everyday language like English. Deaf and dumb usually communicate via language, a form of illustration of words 

through hand and finger positions. However it's a heavy limitation, as a result of it's harsh to grasp by a standard 

attender on the other and to form things worse, not several within the world understand language in the slightest 

degree. Conjointly it's tough to represent all the words to the plain language like English into an indication 

language in the slightest degree.  

Gesture detection mistreatment video and image process is employed for sanctioning the communication between 

the deaf, dumb and traditional folks. All the obtainable systems aren't moveable and not reasonable to poor folks.  

This paper introduce ,the history of communication technologies that have given higher access to the planet for 

those sensory disabilities that may be are high communication technologies that improve the communication method 

of deaf and dumb like persons and create them advanced to speak with the opposite traditional persons . 
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I INTRODUCTION 

 

Figure 1 Block Diagram of Dumb Sign System Using Speech Comm. 
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A bitscreen is associate degree electronic visual show that the user will management through straightforward and 

multi touch gestures by touching the screen with one or a lot of fingers . The primary one is gesture to voice 

translating module. It involves bitscreen based mostly gesture recognition mistreatment 65k color touch screen TFT 

show. The method is to grasp associate degreed rewrite the swipe gesture created on the bit screen so to talk out 

these words/alphabet/numerals during a virtual human voicethrough an MP3 decoder. The user are going to be ready 

to type sentences mistreatment this method quite quickly and simply. The color show would facilitate this method 

by rendering associate degree onscreen swipe keyboard for the user to input their gestures. 

A resistive bit screen works by applying a voltage across a electrical device network associate degreed measure the 

amendment in resistance at agiven purpose on the matrix wherever the screen is touched by an input stylus, pen,or 

finger. The amendment within the resistance magnitude relation marks the placement on the touchscreen. Once the 

touched panel is touched, the area unit 2 mechanisms can occur. These can cause the voltage across the bit panel to 

oscillate and decay to a stable DC worth. 

These 2 mechanisms area unit here below: 

• Mechanical bouncing caused by vibration of the op layer sheet on the bit panel once it's ironed. 

• Electrical oscillatory as a result of parasitic capacitances between the higher and lower sheets of the bit 

panel and at the input ADS 7B43 cause the voltage to oscillate. 

 

II GSM TECHNOLOGY 

 

Figure 2 GSM Technology 

GSM signify international system for mobile communication associate degreed is an open, digital cellular 

technology used for sending mobile voice and information services. The GSM emerged from the concept of cell 

based mostly mobile radio system at Bell laboratories within the early Seventies. The GSM may be a circuit- 
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switched system that divides every 200 KHz channel into eight 25 KHz time-slots. GSM operates within the 

900MHz and one.8 GHz bands in Europe and the1.9Ghz bands in USA. 

The GSM makes use of narrowband Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) technique for sending signals.The 

GSM provides basic to advanced voice and information services as well as roaming service. The second module is 

that the ability to send SMS to mobile phones. Even the deaf or dumb have to be compelled to communicate over 

long distances and thus the device has an built-in GSM module to send SMS supported the touchscreen show, the 

user will enter his text and mobile range similar to in an exceedingly traditional mobile phones to send SMS to 

others. 

III SPEECH RECOGNITION 

 

Figure 3 Sign Language 

The second is speech to image translating module. It involves advanced speech recognition unit and a color show. 

The method is to acknowledge the words spoken by a traditional person and to convert this voice input to a picture 

or text and to show it on the screen of the device. Within the diagram, the foremost is LPC1313 ARMCortex-M3 

processor is leading 32-bit processor for extremely settled period of time applications and has been specifically 

developed for superior, cheap platforms. For a broad vary of devices as well as microcontrollers, industrial 

management systems, automotive body systems and wireless networking and sensors.The processor is {extremely} 

configurable sanctioning a large vary of implementations from those requiring memory protection and conjointly 

powerful trace technology through to extremely price sensitive devices requiring tokenize space. 

ARM Cortex-M3 processor running at seventy two rate. ARM Cortex-M3 in-built nested vectored interrupt 

controller. 32kb on chip flash programming memory eight kilobyte SRAM. In System and Serial Programming and 

in Application Programming via on chip boot loader computer code. Serial wire right and serial wire transport high 

current output driver on one pin high current sink drivers 2 120-bus pins in a very quick mode and 3 reduced power 

modes and with the information rate of 1Mbps with multiple address recognition and monitor mode. 
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IV  SERIAL PERIPHERAL INTERFACE 

 

Figure 4 Serial Peripheral Interfaces 

Serial Peripheral Interface may be a straightforward interface that permits to speak microcontroller and peripheral 

chips or intercommunicate between 2 or additional microcontrollers. Serial Peripheral Interface bus generally known 

as four wire interfaces is also accustomed interface such chips or devices like: alphanumeric display, sensors, 

memories, ADC, RTC. The vary folks age is big SPI Bus uses synchronous professional tools, wherever transmittal 

and receiving is guided by clock signal generated by master microcontroller. SPI interface permits connecting many 

SPI device s whereas master selects every of them with Cs (Chip S elect) signal – (Underline means active is LOW). 

Sign languages is also classified by however they arise. Home sign isn't a full language, however nearer to an 
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artificial language. Home sign is amorphous and usually individual to a specific family, wherever a deaf kid doesn't 

have contact with alternative deaf kids and isn't educated in sign. Such systems aren't usually passed on from one 

generation to succeeding. Wherever they're passed on, colorization would be expected to occur, leading to a full 

language. A village signing may be a native autochthonic language that generally arises over many generations in a 

very comparatively insular community with a high incidence of hearing loss, and is employed each by the deaf and 

by a big portion of the hearing community, World Health Organization have deaf family and friends. The foremost 

noted of those is perhaps Martha's Vineyard signing of the North American nation, however there also are various 

village languages scattered throughout continent, Asia, and America. Deaf-community sign languages, on the 

opposite hand, arise wherever deaf individuals move to make their own communities. These embody college sign, 

like Nicaraguan signing, that develop within the student bodies of deaf faculties that don't use sign as a language of 

instruction, also as community languages like Bamako signing that arise wherever usually uneducated deaf 

individuals congregate in urban centers for employment. At first, Deaf- community sign languages aren't usually 

proverbial by the hearing population, in several cases not even by shut members of the family. However, they will 

grow, in some cases turning into a language of instruction and receiving official recognition, as within the case of 

sign language. Indian signing, this was a contact sign language system or artificial language that was apparently not 

employed by deaf individuals within the Plains nations, World Health Organization used home sign. 

CONCLUSION 

Different approaches are employed by totally different researchers for recognition of varied hand gestures that were 

enforced in several fields. a number of the approaches were vision based mostly approaches, knowledge glove based 

mostly approaches, soft computing approaches like Artificial Neural Network, mathematical logic, Genetic 

algorithmic rule et al. like PCA, Canonical Analysis, etc. the full approaches can be divided into 3 broad categories- 

Hand segmentation approaches, Feature extraction approaches and Gesture recognition approaches. Few of the 

works are mentioned during this paper. The technique separated the skin colored pixels from the non-skin colored 

pixels, therefore extracting the hand from the background. Fang used adaptive Boost algorithmic rule that couldn't 

solely find single hand however additionally the overlapped hands. In external aid like knowledge gloves, color 

gloves were employed by the researchers for segmentation purpose. During this paper Indian signing Recognition 

used „5DT knowledge Glove fourteen Ultra‟ knowledge glove that was hooked up with fourteen sensors- ten sensors 

on fingers. However accuracy rate was ninety four. In Weissmann used Cyberglove that measured options like 

thumb rotation, angle created between the neighboring fingers and articulation radiocarpea pitch. During this paper, 

shows however technology is employed to attain the interaction between deaf and dump individuals with others. 

This technology used for knowledge acquisition and transmission. Select low-power hardware instrumentation and 

transport protocol, add the node sleep mechanism, in order that the system has low energy consumption, massive 

communication vary, high stability characteristics. Used because the transportable for Deaf and Dumb short distance 

also as long distance communication is feasible. Bit screen gesture technique eliminates the employment of 

advanced hand gestures. Thus removes the requirement for hand movement sensing systems that square measure 
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quite massive, complex, dearly-won and slower. Support for uneducated individuals with Image translation feature. 

Learning mode helps uneducated individuals to be told English words through it. Additional advanced user will use 

word translation. 
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